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ABC of Computing JOHN DRURY

COMPUTERS IN THE LABORATORY

IIameeRequestI~~~~~. .
The data management system

Patient

Clinical file

Patient

The objective of the clinical laboratory is to provide
meaningful information for the management of

Ana,yi patients through the scientific analysis of samples.
With the increase in both the number and range of
investigations required, the old manual techniques
and data handling systems have become unable to
cope, and a disproportionate amount of time is
devoted to calculating results and performing

- 38 simple clerical duties.
The introduction of the computer into the

pathology laboratory has solved many of these
problems and shown the successful application of
computer technology to medical practice. The
processing ofa sample, which includes receipt ofthe
sample, analysis, calculation of the result, quality
assurance, storage, and manipulation and
transmission of data, presents two principal
challenges: the management of a large volume of
data and the control of complex analytical
equipment.

The data handled in a laboratory are very varied. As well as the actual
request for a test, the information associated with one request might
comprise the details of the patient-including name, hospital number,
consultant, ward-and also information that helps the pathologist judge the
meaning of the results, such as age, sex, time of day and clinical details. A
day's work may generate hundreds of records and millions of pieces of
information, all of which must be stored compactly yet be capable of rapid
retrieval. This storage problem is solved by using random access files held
on magnetic discs which allow individual items in the file to be altered
without disturbing others. There are several techniques for data
management, and each involves a whole computer package containing
several programs accessing a variety of files. One type oflaboratory system,
for example, uses three main files: the clinical file, the work file, and the
report file.

The clinicalfile contains two types of record. The patient identity record
consists of the hospital record number, surname, first name, age, sex,
consultant, etc. The second record-the result record-lists the type of
specimen, the test requested, date, results obtained, and added free text
comments. An identifier key precedes each record to allow direct access to
data. This key is made up of the hospital record number plus an integer; if
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543277/0

Smith
Sidney
50 Male

543277/1

01/01/83
Blood glucose 5 8

543277/2
03/01/83
Na 144
K 47
Urea 6 2

372815/0
Black
William
63 Male

372815/1
01/02/83

Glucose 6 3

this is zero it indicates the start of a patient record, while successive
numbers indicate result records received in sequence. The patient records
appear in the file in order oftheir case note number, and all result records of
a patient follow in chronological order after his patient record.

The work file is a temporary store of incomplete results under analysis.
This file is divided into sections, each section representing a group of tests
performed simultaneously-for example, from a multichannel analyser.
The key to each record is the test group number and the specimen number.

The reportfile contains references to records on the clinical file for which
results exist but which require authorisation and reporting.

Progress through the laboratory

_~~~~~~~~~~" .. ..It

~~~ ::, ;:::

When a sample enters the laboratory it is given a specimen number, and
the same number is applied to the request form. The request then enters the
system via a visual display unit. The case number is entered and a search of
the clinical file is performed. If the case number already exists the patient
data on file is displayed for comparison and the appropriate test codes are
entered, including suitable free text comments. If a match does not exist a
new patient record is generated. Incomplete or inadequate data can be
corrected. The computer then enters the record into the clinical and work
files.

For this system to be acceptable the search ofthe clinical file must appear
to be instantaneous and data entry must be possible-at a rate of two to three
patients a minute, which is the average speed at which two reception staff
number, centrifuge, and separate samples.
The results of tests are added to the workfile and remain there until

authorised. A result sheet is also produced by selecting and printing
completed results, and this is useful if the computer malfunctions.
Laboratory worksheets are produced by selecting tests awaiting analysis in
that section. When a worksheet is completed the results are authorised by a
senior member of staff.
The results are then transferred from the work file to the clinical file and

the specimen number entered in the report file. When results are to be
printed a program searches the report file and gathers the details of the
patient and results indicated by the sample number from the clinical file.
The original work file entry is deleted.
The system outlined is one ofmany alternatives. Whichever file structure

is used several subsidiary files are required to hold items which facilitate
data entry and reporting such as test codes, addresses, etc. Before results are
issued they are reviewed by a senior member of staff. Much of this
authorisation may be automated. The computer can reject batches ofwork
which are outside the control limits and notify the operator, thus saving
time. Action limits can be included in the reporting program so that results
that require immedite attention-for example, a very high potassium
concentration-are displayed and can be phoned to the ward. Individual
results from the current day can be printed separately, or cumulative
reports can be prepared for particular units.

Delta checks can be included in the reporting stage. In this technique the
latest result is compared with those obtained on a previous occasion. If the
difference exceeds preset limits based on the known biological and
analytical variation of that analyte, the result is not reported until reviewed
by a senior member of staff.

-------
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Features of the system

To obtain the desired speed of access into and out of the main data files,
the programs controlling these functions are usually written in a fast

Laboratory No Request sample P E itcomputer language called assembler code rather than a higher level
arJllocated to Prtidentification language such as Basic. To provide scope for system development,

Lab No however, as much of the programming as possible should be in a high level
language; Fortran and Basic are the most popular.
To fulfil all the functions required the laboratory computer must appear

to support several activities simultaneously. This is achieved by
Manual Automation multiplexing, and with fast machines all operations appear instantaneous.

As separate programs are supported at the same time from different
terminals, however, a heirarchy of programs must exist, which may

l |Direct | | introduce delays. If data may be called by several programs, safeguards are
Papertape incorporated to prevent mutual interference.

It is important to prevent the development of monolithic programs.
When the requirements ofthe laboratory change it should be simple to alter
the computer system without wholesale reprogramming.
A group of housekeeping programs is also required to complete the

system-for example, programs to enable the immediate retrieval ofresults
to answer telephone inquiries and to produce quality control and workload
statistics.

Minicomputer The storage capacity of all systems is finite, so periodically, perhaps every
Storogediscs three months, the patient records and results must be archived. It is usual

practice to cull the files by removing all the patient records that have been
inactive for a month. The long term storage may be on disk, tape, paper, or,
if space is at a premium, on microfiche.
The hardware necessary to run a system as described above requires a 16

bit minicomputer with a core memory of 50 kilobytes and 20 megabytes of
/ FReport5 s t disk storage. Four or five visual display units are required for data entry and

retrieval, two or three printers for worksheet production, and a line printer
Quality contro for the bulk of the report generation.

Urgent > t The traditional report medium is paper, which has to be delivered to the
resulIts Worksheets doctor, a procedure which often causes the longest delay in the whole

Resultsheets operation. This delay can be eliminated by providing direct access to the
laboratory computer via remote terminals or through the hospital or public
telephone system. Safeguards must then be introduced to maintain
confidentiality.

Process control

To avoid the tedium, errors, and delay of entering results manually at a
visual display unit, it is possible to connect equipment directly. Indeed,

... ... perhaps the earliest application of computers in the laboratory was to
--.......... convert the various analogue signals produced by continuous flow and

reaction rate analysers into numeric data. The signal produced by the
apparatus must be digitised and presented to the computer in the required

j @__@_-----format.
The instrument manufacturers have been quick to incorporate

D b jFit£trcomputers into new equipment. The modern large multichannel analysers
depend on the integral microprocessor for controlling many functions. In
the sequential multichannel analyser with computer (SMAC) made by
Technicon the patient data and sample code number are entered via a visual
display unit and stored in the computer. The sample code number is read
directly by a scanning system from the sample rack and the results when

~~~~~produced are matched with the patient identification data and printed or
made available for transmission to the laboratory computer. Twenty

__S|gI 4channels are continuously monitored in the original model, and from the
signals observed unsatisfactory analyses can be detected and warning given.
Calibration is automatic, as is all calculation ofresults. Most ofthe functions
are monitored and error states are indicated on a panel of lights.
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Now

Analyser4

Analyser

Future
Analyser - Micro

Analyser - Micro

Analyser- Micro

Microv

The microprocessor in a centrifugal analyser controls the speed of
rotation and also records about two thousand absorbance measurements a
minute. This allows very precise determination of enzyme activities and
also very rapid batch assay ofmany other analytes.

I| The microcomputer is also invaluable in calculating results from the
counts produced from radioimmunoassays, providing a wide choice of
curve fitting routines.
The analogue signal produced by the various detectors used in high

pressure and gas liquid chromatography has traditionally been displayed in
graphical form, requiring the measurement of the height and width of
correctly identified peaks, which is time consuming and inaccurate. This
has now been greatly improved by computerised peak identification and

N calculation of results.
With the increasing cheapness, power, and miniaturisation of

microprocessors, they have become incorporated into all types of
equipment-not only the large automated machines, but also smaller
equipment such as diluters and electronic balances. Unfortunately the built
in hardware and software differ between manufacturers, producing a
variety of incompatible outputs that need individual interfacing solutions.
A current aim is to agree a standard interface. The objectives are a system
capable ofinterconnecting instruments by a simple cable; interconnecting a

V̂DU wide range of products; operating where interactions are not under the
control ofone device; and communicating with several devices
simultaneously. One proposed candidate is the IEEE 488 standard digital

Printer interface. This interface is already incorporated in many popular computers
such as Hewlett Packard machines, the Commodore Pet, the Apple II, and

Disks many floppy disk drives and printers.
Once such a standard interface has been adopted laboratory computing

facilities will be much more flexible and cost less. The laboratory computer
system outlined previously relies on a central computer to handle all the

Prriter calculations, storage, and clerical work by multiplexing. The hardware is
/ expensive and the progran g problems are complex. Through the use of
L VDU standard interface, such as the IEEE 488, the configuration could be

changed. Inexpensive microcomputers could be individually linked to
Disks analytical equipment to receive data, process this data, and communicate

with each other on a common databus. The machines could then be linked
to produce a network system. The advantages of this approach are the low
cost of the hardware, the simple replacement of an individual unit if it
malfunctions, and the relative simplicity of the programs.

Histology and bacteriology
Number of isolates of B hoemolytic streptococci
Lancefield group A from wound swabs
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Histology and bacteriology departments have additional requirements.
Much of their work is descriptive and taxonomic, and special word
processing systems have been developed to help with these tasks. In the
bacteriology departnent reporting can be facilitated by the use of files
holding sample types and dictionaries of organisms, providing for rapid
entry of data at the visual display unit by using mnemonic codes.
Preliminary results can be issued and antibiotic sensitivity results added to
the results file when available. The system must be capable of accepting
reports ofmixed growth and their sensitivities. One major advantage is the
ability of the computer to keep track of incomplete reports whether the
culture is two days or two months old.

Systems have been designed to incorporate quality control procedures
into the recording of antibiotic sensitivities, reducing the error rate. A
record ofall the organisms detected in each unit ofthe hospital is easily kept
and the patterns of sensitivity followed. These records are very valuable in
monitoring hospital cross infection.
The histology department does not have the problems ofhandling large

volumes of numerical data, but the pattern ofwork generates much
descriptive text. Word processing packages have been developed for
microcomputers, providing a versatile alternative to dedicated machines.
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As well as the rapid production of the highest quality of report, the reports
can be archived, providing ready access to data for research and workload
statistics.
To simplify both the design and operation of the computer system and

maximise the value of the data stored, the adoption of a standard system of
nomenclature and coding is important. Several internationally accepted
codes are in use: Systematised Nomenclature of Pathology (SNOP), later
extended to the "Systematised Nomenclature of Medicine" (SNOMED),
has been developed by the College of American Pathologists, and the
International Classification of Diseases for Oncology (ICD-O) has been
developed by the World Health Organisation.
The SNOP code for a particular disease contains four elements; the site,

the histological appearance, the cause, and the functional manifestations.
At the end of the histological report the pathologist enters the relevant key
words and the computer produces the correct SNOP code and stores the
information on file. The database so formed contains invaluable
epidemiological information already filed in a widely accepted way.

Reporting
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Computerisation of laboratory reporting also
offers, at no extra cost, direct benefits to the clinician
as well as improving the efficiency ofthe laboratory.
Cumulative reporting offers the clinician the
opportunity to discern trends and interrelationships
obscured when results return in a disjointed fashion.
Unless the presentation is thoughtful, however,
important results may still go unnoticed in a mass of
numbers. This is eliminated by the inclusion of
routines to monitor the data and highlight values
outside proposed limits. Discriminatory function
analysis is not presently widely applied to patient
results because ofthe complex calculations entailed,
and, as with the graphical display of results,
considerable work remains to be done.

Laboratories can now produce reference ranges
derived from their own analyses on patients and
determine appropriate reference limits for age, sex,
and time of sample, for example, and report these
ranges with the result. This maximises the
usefulness of the information available in the
computer files. The precision ofan analysis is
monitored at all times and the importance of any
observed change in the results of a patient can be
accurately judged when this information is
available. The computer can also act as an
information system providing information on
sample requirements, normal ranges, and special
protocols, avoiding the problem of keeping a
laboratory handbook up to date and distributed.

Dr John Drury, MRCPATH, is consultant chemical pathologist,
Middlesbrough General Hospital, South Tees.

The second illustration, of a laboratory computer system, and
that of a chemical pathology report were reproduced, by
permission, from Abson J, Prall A, Wootton IDP. Ann Clin
Biochem 1977;14:307-14.
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